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Often, it can be overwhelming when filling out an application and having
to learn how to develop the materials the application requires. 

 
This workbook will walk you through everything that you need to submit

a good application and demystify the process for you.
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Project Context
Project Development
Budgeting
Impact Strategy

To apply for funding through The Harbour you will need to answer
questions related to:

This workbook will walk you through all of these deliverables, offering you
resources, templates, and exercises to make the development of these
deliverables as easy as possible.

Note, just because this workbook is over 40 pages long, it does not mean
that your application should be that long! The application is structured in a
way that challenges you to critically think about how to fill out your
application in the most concise and meaningful way. Less is more!

We also want to make sure that you're learning these skills to be successful
in the future. Too often projects are rushed at the expense of achieving the
projects' amazing potential. This guide encourages you to slow down and
reflect about what you're good at, what your vision is, and how to execute
it. 
 

THE PURPOSE OF THIS WORKBOOK

If you have any questions, do not
hesitate to contact our coaches in

English or French at 
coach@fesplanet.org

 

You can download templates to follow along here or on our website.
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WHAT IS THE POINT OF ALL OF THIS?

INTRODUCTION



Introduction

According to Allison, M. & Kaye, J. (2015) strategic planning is described as;
“a systematic process through which an organization agrees on and builds key
stakeholder commitment to priorities that are essential to its mission and responsive to
the organizational movement. Strategic planning guides the acquisition and allocation of
resources to achieve these priorities."

Mission and values. The reason you exist and the justification of your existence in your
community.
Core activities. The main things that your organization or project delivers to advance
your mission.
Resources. What you need to get your core activities done.
Evaluation strategy. How you plan to evaluate if the combination of your activities and
resources are progressing your mission.

To put it simply, a strategic plan is a description and a map of your:

1.

2.

3.
4.

The project’s community focus
Your mission & vision statement
Budgeting and resources
Impact measurements

By the end of this workbook, you should be able to have thought out and concise
answers to the questions in the Youth Harbour application. 

Things we will dive deeper into include: 

Before diving into the application questions, let’s share with you a breakdown of
strategic planning that may help you see what we’re trying to get at by asking you all of
these questions. 

WHAT IS STRATEGIC PLANNING ANYWAY?
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WHY SHOULD I KEEP THIS FRAMEWORK IN MIND?

Strategic planning is great to prepare your spending and set your budgets, but mainly it’s
for you to make sure that you’re progressing towards your goals using the resources that
you currently have. 

Especially in the social sector, there is no excess of problems that you’re going to want to
solve and projects you’re going to want to take on. However, to prevent scope creep
(accidentally taking on more than you can handle), it’s good to take some time to set your
priorities so you can execute your vision excellently instead of taking on too many
projects that you’re going to execute “okay” or even poorly. 

To make sure you’re meeting your mission and
progressing towards your goals, of course! 
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YOUR MISSION AND VALUES

CONTEXTUALIZING
YOUR PROJECT



CONTEXTUALIZING YOUR PROJECT

Project Description

WRITING YOUR PROJECT DESCRIPTION

SECTION OUTCOMES
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When writing your project description we are looking for brevity.
Keep it short and sweet; one to two paragraphs.

Your project description should answer the W5H acronym also
known as who, what, where, when, why and how. The below
questions do not all need to be answered in your project description,
however it is essential to provide the main idea of your project's
purpose and end goals. Think about this as an elevator pitch; give us
the big picture with enough details to show us that you have done
your research and that your project is ready to be funded. 



WRITING YOUR PROJECT DESCRIPTION
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WHO? Who are the stakeholders and community members being impacted by
this project? Who will be doing the work required for your project to achieve
its goals?

WHAT? What does your project entail? What actions need to be done in order
for your project to reach it's end goal? What stage are you at in your project?
What resources do you need?

WHERE? Where will your project be taking place? Is the scope of your project
local, provincial, national or global?

WHEN? When are you planning on commencing and implementing your
project plan? Is this project already in-progress? Describe the timeline of your
project at a high-level.

WHY? Why are you doing this project? Why is there a need for your project in
your community? Use statistics or annotations to help justify your why.

HOW? How will you achieve your project's main goals? How will you allocate
your funding and time (very high-level description)?



EXERCISE: LET'S WRITE A PRACTICE PROJECT DESCRIPTION BELOW!

TIP: Mention at least one of
our thematic topics  listed on
our website: Climate Justice,
Amplifying Youth Voices, and
Climate Innovation.

Now try it yourself! Write a
project description below that
briefly explains your work.
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WRITING YOUR MISSION & VISION STATEMENT

Your mission and vision statements are tools that help explain your project's overarching
goals and strategies. 

These statements can be derived based on what your organization is fundamentally trying to
achieve. You can ask yourself what the changes, benefits and effects resulting from your
activities are. Doing this should give you a sense of what the overall vision is of your project.
Additionally, as you move through this type of strategic thinking you will need to think about
what core activities will be necessary to accomplish your main outcomes or goal, which in
essence can be simplified into your mission statement. 

Ask yourself, what main activity of your project do you need to complete in order to achieve
your vision?

MISSION STATEMENT: a statement that explains how you will achieve your
vision. For example,
 
 "Providing solar panel roof shingles that are affordable and easily installed in
every community across Canada."

VISION STATEMENT:  a statement used to explain the overarching end goal of
your organization or project. If you were to explain to someone where you see
this project going in the next 20, 30 or 40 years, that final outcome would be
your vision. These statements are usually very concise, for example, 

"A world where all homes are powered by 100% renewably sourced energy."
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THINKING ABOUT CLIMATE JUSTICE

Address the systemic problems and social inequalities that have led to and exacerbate
the climate crisis.
Center the rest and resiliency of young climate activists.
Promote climate solutions that “leave no one behind”, especially Indigenous Peoples.
Implement adaptation strategies in communities most affected by the climate crisis.

“Climate justice” is a term, and more than that a movement, that acknowledges that
climate change can have different social, economic, public health, and other adverse
impacts on underprivileged populations (Simmons, 2020). In fact, communities that have
contributed the least to climate change are impacted the most while populations that have
contributed the most are impacted the least. 

This is because vulnerable and marginalized populations are often left unprotected while
populations in places of privilege often have access to many adaptation technologies and
strategies to mitigate the worst harms of the climate crisis. To advance climate justice, The
Harbour will focus on projects that advance climate solutions in a just and equitable way.

This means that The Youth Harbor aims to support projects that:
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EXERCISE: IN THIS SECTION, CHALLENGE YOURSELF TO THINK
ABOUT HOW…

Your work promotes principles of climate justice.
Your organization or project develops policies or ambitions related to
climate justice.
Your team integrates climate justice into your work.

1.
2.

3.



CORE ACTIVITIES, RESOURCES, AND BUDGET

STRATEGIC PLANNING



Strategic Planning

Key activities that your organization or project will
undertake your mission.
A list of resources and how to use them.
Budget.

SECTION OUTCOMES
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DETERMINING YOUR CORE ACTIVITIES

It's important that you list and know the key activities that you and/or your organization will be
responsible for contributing to improve the overall system.



EXERCISE:  START BRAINSTORMING, LIST ACTIVITIES THAT...

FOCUS ON PASSION

More than enough times, you’ll find that there are many activities that can address the problem
you’re looking to solve and it’s going to be hard to pick what you want to do. That’s why we
always recommend that you orient yourself to what you’re the most passionate about and
motivated to achieve. It is much easier to commit to an activity if you actually care about
getting it done and if it’s something you actually enjoy doing. 

THINK ABOUT YOUR COMMUNITY

The next thing to think about is your community. The assumption is that you have spoken to
your community and they have given you some recommendations as to what are going to be
the most impactful opportunities for action. If you have not consulted with your community
yet… pause and go out to talk to someone! First of all, it’s really difficult to do anything by
yourself and second of all, there is no point in doing all of this work in strategic planning if your
community thinks it’s a waste of time and does not end up participating in it. 

Once you have listed down these activities, find opportunities and similarities in what the
community needs and what you're passionate about working on. This will help you orient you
to your core activities.
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A NOTE ON SPECIFICITY

Define the target audience. Who are you going to be engaging with through this
activity?
Expand on the action. Don’t just write down a verb and think that is an “action”.
Let us know where the action is taking place and get more specific on how you will
be performing that action.

Try to be as specific as possible! It is one thing to say I am going to “educate”, it is
another thing to “provide 1-hour workshops to K-9 students in my high school on
topics of climate solutions and how they can implement them in their local
community.” For your activities, as much as you can, try to:

1.

2.



EXERCISE: REFLECT ON ACCOMPANYING IMPACT STRATEGIES
FOR YOUR ACTIVITIES

Once you have determined your 5 actions, write down the accompanying impact strategy for
your action.

Your impact strategy is meant to explain in 1-2 sentences, what kind of impact your action
will make in your targeted community and its benefits. Your impact strategy should be
aligned with your Theory of Change’s implementation outcomes and mechanisms of change.

Your impact strategy does not have to be specific, but keep in mind that we’re going to be
expanding on your impact strategies when we develop an impact measurement framework. 

FOR EXAMPLE

Core Activity Impact Strategy

Provide 1-hour workshops to grade k-9
students in the city of Calgary on topics
of climate solutions and how they can
implement them in their local
community.

Educate youth on climate solutions so
that they are more empowered to take
climate action projects in their local
communities and adopt climate-resilient
practices as they mature.

Note: Also make sure that your projects are sustainable. Not in the “climate sense” but also
financially and programmatically.
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THINKING ABOUT RESOURCES:
ORGANIZATIONAL CAPACITY

A common misconception about work in the social sector is that just because the work does
not measure its success by profit, that zero-resources are required to execute the activity.
Spoiler alert, that is not true. The major distinction between social sector work and private
sector work is the outputs, not the inputs. This means that your project will still need the
basic resources of labour, time, and some financial resources to get it done. 

This part of the workbook will challenge you to think about what resources your project will
need to maximize its impact without burning out your team.

Before we move into the financial costs, let’s take some time to reflect on the actual
resources that you will need to perform your core activities. 

EXERCISE:THINK ABOUT THE "PEOPLE" RESOURCES YOU WILL
NEED TO PERFORM YOUR ACTIVITIES

At the core of any team are
people and every project must
ensure that a core team can
support its core activities. When
thinking about the people you
are bringing on your team, think
about what roles you want filled,
what expertise you need that
can supplement your own skills,
and how your team will like to
be managed.

Here are some questions to guide
you as you reflect on your team: 

Who do you want on your team? What are the main roles and
responsibilities that need to be filled?

How many people do you need on the team to perform your
core activities? 

How will your core team be compensated? Will your core
team be made up of part-time or full-time staff? Will your
team be composed of volunteers and contract workers? What
mix of people would you like on your team? What level of
involvement will you have on the team?

Are you going to provide your team with any emotional or
mental health supports to support their efforts?
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EXERCISE: THINK ABOUT THE RESOURCES YOU WILL NEED TO
RUN YOUR ACTIVITIES AS PROGRAMS

You can think of these as any
resources that you need in regard to
your project or program. Try to think
beyond monetary resources and
towards other types of tangible
resources such as equipment,
technology, materials and supplies
for campaigns, or merchandise. You
can also think of services as a
resource. Services can include
consultants, speakers, workshop
hosts, etc. to support your target
audience.

Here are some questions to guide
you as you reflect on your resources: 

Are you hosting any physical events that may require supplies,
banners, venue costs, or other resources?

Is there “critical equipment” that you will need to provide staff
or volunteers that they do not need to purchase themselves?

Are you going to be travelling between places to deliver your
program?

What program resources do you need to execute your
project? Zoom? Marketing subscriptions? Photoshop? Video
recording software?

Will you be relying on any "expert" knowledge that your
internal team does not have access to that you will have to
outsource?

EXERCISE: THINK ABOUT THE ADMINISTRATIVE AND "DAY-TO-
DAY" THINGS THAT NEED TO BE TAKEN CARED OF.

Administrative costs are often
overlooked in start-up projects
or grassroots initiatives. It's
important to make sure that you
are mindful of the things that we
require to manage a project so
that these hidden costs and tasks
don't become too burdensome
or expensive.

Here are some questions to guide you
as you reflect on your day-to-day: 

Are there any legal or administrative requirements associated
with your project? Are you prepared to manage these
requirements?

Are you going to have to subscribe to any software or digital
platforms to manage your work? Ex. Quickbooks for financial
management, Ceridian Powerpay for payroll, Trello for project
management, etc.

Are there any fees that you’re going to have to pay such as
banking fees, payroll fees, incorporation fees, credit cards
fees, etc.?
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These are just a few questions that you can use as prompts to decide on what kind of
resources that you are going to need to perform your core activities. Note, this list of
questions is not exhaustive and every project will need to be resourced differently.

Finally, when thinking about the resources and organizational capacity we encourage you to
reflect on your own limitations!

DETERMINING YOUR FINANCIAL COSTS

 Now that we have listed down the resources that you need to complete your project, it’s
time to actually quantify these as costs. Note, that you may be able to receive some of these
resources for free whether that be through discounts, volunteer work, or in-kind donations
so everyone’s budget is going to look different. However, Bell J., Masaoka J., & Zimmerman
S. (2010), have outlined three main groups of costs to be mindful of:

DIRECT COSTS
These costs are directly
attributable to the program.
For a tree planting
program, direct costs would
include the trees, the cost
of the staff members
working on the program,
and the cost of the trucks,
buckets, and shovels used
in planning the trees.

A FAIR SHARE
OF COMMON
OR SHARED
COSTS
These expenses are for
costs incurred by multiple
programs, such as rent,
supplies, utilities, and staff
time used for more than
one program. 

A FAIR SHARE
OF ADMIN
COSTS
These are costs incurred by
the accounting department,
board of directors, and by
staff who devote 100
percent of their time to
overseeing the organization
as a whole.

The period of time your budget covers
A list of categorized resources
Accompanying expense estimates per resource

When you think about all of these costs, it leads you into developing an organizational
budget. A budget normally had the following components:
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TIP: As is common
with strategic
planning, there is no
one “right” template
for developing your
budget. However,
when you develop
your budget it’s
important to realize
that numbers are able
to tell a powerful
story to anyone
looking at your
budget. 

Why should you prepare an annual
budget?

It sharpens your understanding of your goals.
It gives you the real picture by accurately showing you
what you can afford and where the gaps are in funding.
Your budget allows you to plan beforehand to meet your
needs, and to divide what you’re actually able to do in a
given year.
It encourages effective ways of dealing with money issues
by showing you what you cannot afford with known
income, a budget can motivate you to be creative - and
successful - in seeking out other sources of funding.
It fills the need for required information - the completed
budget is a necessary element of funding proposals and
reports to funders and the community.
It facilitates discussion of the financial realities of the
organization.
It helps you avoid surprises and maintain fiscal control.

...is based on your project or organizational need, not on a grant. When writing a grant,
many organizations choose to minimize their budget to fit within a certain criteria. While
that may work for some conservative grantmakers, we recommend being honest with
the amount of financial resources it is going to take to perform your activities.
Otherwise, funders are going to continue to believe that your work can be completed
using an unrealistic budget that strains you and the organization.
...reflects your program. Showcase big items and identify costs that are critical to
executing your project.
... shows other potential sources of revenue. Most grantmakers want to know that
you’re going to pursue grants separate from them. This signals to funders that you are
serious about finding other avenues to support your project and are not going to be
completely reliant on them so if they choose not to fund you, that you can continue to
exist. 

Although this workbook cannot possibly replace a managerial accounting class, advice that
we can offer is to create a budget that:
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THINKING ABOUT REVENUE

Remember, nonprofit is short for "not-for-profit" and it's a common misconception that
organizations in the social sector do not require money to get their missions moving. Of
course, raising money is not the goal but it's your imperative to raise money to become
good stewards of those funds to create a net positive impact in your community.

MARKET. This encompasses fees for services or
prices for products. This is great if you have
untapped a market with potential for revenue and
are able to unlock your social entrepreneurial
skills.

CHARITABLE GIVING. This include individual
donors and private foundations. Often, this
requires a larger investment of time to engage
with the public and write grants. However, the
rewards can be huge!

CORPORATE SPONSORSHIP.  Businesses in the
private sector often look to align themselves with  
an organization that matches the values it wants
to portray to the public.  When engaging, focus
on your reach and demographic.

GOVERNMENT GRANTS. If you have the right
contacts, this is a great way to secure a steady
amount of funds to support your project. In a
way, the government "contracts" you to fill a need
they do not have the capacity to fill.

POTENTIAL REVENUE STREAMS TO THINK ABOUT

It is critical to develop a good revenue strategy to make sure
that you're never going to be running dangerously low on
funds. You also want to be thinking ahead because there is
nothing worse than spending at a faster rate than you are
raising funds.

Also, if you're not comfortable with fundraising that's fine!
Not many are. Also note that in the non-profit world it's
really common for social organization's to only have funding
within a 3-month horizon.
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SETTING TARGETS, METRICS, AND MONITORS

EXPLORING IMPACT
MEASUREMENT



Impact Measurement

Strong marketing and communication of the mission of
how your organization works.
The use of quantitative and qualitative data to attract
funders and other stakeholders to collaborate with your
organization. 

Measuring impact is an important evaluation tool to
understand what progress has already been made and what
aspects of your work should continue to be improved in the
future to achieve the best possible outcomes at your
organization. Evaluating your progress is also an important
tool for a non-profit organization to convey their social
impact externally which will allow for:

An impact measurement framework
An evaluation strategy

As the old adage goes: “you cannot manage what you cannot measure”. In
this instance, you cannot tell your project is meeting its goals if you don’t
measure and evaluate its impact. 

By the end of this section you should have:
1.
2.

WHY IS IMPACT MEASUREMENT IMPORTANT?

SECTION OUTCOMES

A FRIENDLY
REMINDER
FROM US TO
YOU

You are doing
fantastic. Please
don't forget to
breathe and take
some breaks as
you work through
this workbook!
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GETTING STARTED ON IMPACT MEASUREMENT

The first step into thinking about impact is reflecting on your intended impact listed in your
theory of change. Basically, you need to ask yourself…

What systems change would I need to observe to signal that this project is a success? 

Remember, the goal of any social project or organization is to eventually become obsolete,
meaning that they don’t have to exist to fix a problem because they themselves have fixed
the problem and the problem no longer exists!

So another way to phrase this is…

What does it look like to have this problem no longer exist?

Once you imagine and dream of that reality, you can then start thinking about your criteria
for impact measurement. 

THE STEPS TO DEVELOP AN IMPACT MEASUREMENT STRATEGY

ESTIMATING IMPACT
By building an initial framework (understanding the problem you are trying to solve, the work that
currently exists by performing a scan, possible collaborations, relevance and importance of outcomes,
indicators of successes, etc.) for impact measurement, there is a better understanding of how to achieve
outcomes of project deliverables and serves as a foundation for planning.

PLANNING IMPACT
By using the estimating impact as a foundation, organizations can begin to decide on the tools and
methodologies they want to use to measure and collect data throughout the project.
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MONITORING IMPACT
Implementation of the tools and methodologies previously mentioned above. 

EVALUATING IMPACT
As the project arrives at completion, supporting organizations that provided funding for the project will
want to understand the impact of their investment and this evaluation will be better understood with a
comprehensive report that includes a review of the project from start to finish. Estimated impact can be
compared to progress, as well as final project deliverables to gather a picture of the success and areas
for improvement.

REPORTING IMPACT
Organizations can apply the information gathered to communicate findings to funders, supporting
organizations, etc.

DETERMINING IMPACT METRICS 

Every project is different and are going to have different measures to track their progress
and impact. At the very least, your impact measures should be:

MEASURABLE

The number of people
you are able deliver
your workshops to.
The number of people
that pass a quiz you
deliver at the end of
your workshop.
The feedback survey
results after delivering
your workshop, etc.

Your impact metrics should
be quantifiable and
something that you can
actually track your progress
against. For example, if
your goal is to educate the
public you could set impact
measures such as:

VERIFIABLE
Your impact metrics should
be something that you can
actually confirm to be true
and not rely on
assumptions for. Generally,
you want impact measures
that you can “count”, based
on solid data, or be able to
collect from your
participants and
community.

TIME-BOUND
Your impact metrics should
occur within a certain time
frame. If your goal is to
educate 100 people, you
must specify in what time-
frame you will be
measuring this. For
example, educating 100
people over 3 months is
much more difficult than
educating 100 people over
30 years. 
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TIP: Although it’s important to strategically choose your impact measure
so that it is relevant to your mission, it can also be a trap to spend too
much time working on the criteria. You may never have the “perfect”
measures so it’s good to recognize here that as you continue to
progress and work that you’ll discover some “emergent indicators” that
you can embed into your impact measurement strategy. It’s also
important to state that we’re not trying to eliminate your own
perceptions and just stay “data-focussed”, but ensure that your
individual judgement when determining impact measures is informed by
data.

EXERCISE 10. THINK ABOUT THE SHORT-TERM OUTCOMES TO
MEASURE THAT WILL INDICATE THAT YOUR LONG-TERM VISION
IS BEING MET

Take some time to reflect on your Theory of Change again and the Impact Strategies that
you set in your previous exercises. 

Think about both the qualitative and quantitative indicators that can help you track your
progress. We recommend thinking of 10 and then refining them as you explore further.

Here is an example of what this can look like!

POTENTIAL QUANTITATIVE INDICATORSPOTENTIAL QUALITATIVE INDICATORS

IMPACT: STUDENTS FEEL MORE EMPOWERED TO TAKE CLIMATE ACTION

Students feel more motivated to learn about
different climate solutions.
Students feel less eco-anxiety about their
futures.
etc.

No. of students that take on climate action
projects.
No. of students that answered that they are
more optimistic about their future in a survey.
etc.
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EVALUATING YOUR IMPACT MEASURES

If you need some help thinking about how to determine impact measurements, you can look
at the seven criteria for determining impact from Bell J., Masaoka J., & Zimmerman S. (2010).  
These are seven criteria to determine impact and can act as prompts for you to use to think
of impact metrics to use in your own evaluation strategy.

Reviewing competitors’ and alternative provides’ websites and information

Alignment with core mission.

Some things might be “nice to have” or “feel good” but don’t necessarily advance the organization’s
mission. That’s okay to have programs as such, but it’s importantly to be mindful when you begin
spending more time on “feel good” programs instead of meaningful programs.

Excellence in execution.

It’s good to reflect on if your program in question is actually performing with excellence. If it’s not,
then you may need to reassess your positioning and refocus resources to ensure that your program
is worth doing if someone else can do it better. A good way to assess your impact is to look at
program evaluation data, feedback, direct observation, staff performance evaluation, and staff
turnover and exit interviews.

Scale or volume. 

How many people does your program reach? You can measure this by looking at client utilization
records, or products or services completed.

Depth.

Does the program have a high impact on the people involved? In some instances, reach is not the
goal, it is depth of change in people that interact with your programming. The following sources
may provide information related to the criterion of depth: program logic models or theories of
change that articulate specific desired impacts and how programs generate them, and program
evaluation data.

Filling an important gap. 

Are you fulfilling a need in society that is requested by your community? You can measure this by:
a.

Asking clients and constituents where else they obtain or could obtain the service in question
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Interviews with community and field leaders
Reviews of donor histories
Client/market surveys

When the demand and the funding for programs and services are growing rapidly in a field
or geographical area.
When the products of the audiences developed in a program become important tools and
audiences in other programs.
When a program has marquee value, which is to say that the program gives the organization
high and positive visibility and branding.

Community building. 

Does the program help build the community around the organization - the community in which the
organization works? You can develop criterion on community building through:

a.
b.
c.

Leverage. 

This explains the degree to which a program increases the impact of other programs. Possibilities
for leverage may appear in three general sets of circumstances

a.

b.

c.

CREATING AN EVALUATION STRATEGY

An evaluation strategy is how you expect to collect the data you need that coincides with
your predetermined impact metric. Your evaluation strategy should also include how
frequently you expect to record, reflect, and report on the data you collect. Developing an
evaluation strategy keeps you accountable to collect and analyze the data, and then react to
it to make your program better and better each reporting cycle!

EXERCISE 11. FOR EACH INDICATOR, THINK ABOUT HOW YOU TO  
COLLECT DATA ON IT AND HOW FREQUENTLY YOU WILL
COLLECT AND REPORT ON THE DATA.

Here is an example of what this can look like!

FREQUENCYDATA COLLECTIONMETRICIMPACT

Educate and empower
K-9 youth.

No. of K-9 youth that
started action projects.

Connect to school for
project updates.

Check in every 6
months for updates.
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A FEW MORE PROMPTS

OTHER THINGS TO
KEEP IN MIND



Taking Notes

What are some the risks that this project may face? How can I avoid and
mitigate these risks?

Who else is working on this project? Is the project I'm embarking on redundant
or something that the system really needs?

How long do I plan on doing this work? Are the goals of my project consistent
with the goals I have for myself? Will I need to think of a transition plan?

How am I incorporating climate justice into my project? 

Who are the people that may be against my project? Why? How do I build
consensus among them? Do I have to facilitate consensus?

A FEW FINAL THOUGHTS

We went through so much in this workbook, and we know that this work can be pretty
exhausting. However, we assure you that through practice and repetition you will get better
and this will only get easier from here. 

Also remember that there is no "right" way to strategically plan. There are so many
resources out there so if you choose not to follow out template, just let us know what you
decided to use instead.

Finally, we want to share a few more thoughts with you before you close this workbook.
We would have loved to cover it all but we know you have some other things to work on!
Therefore, here are a few questions that you are invited to reflect on as you continue on
this journey.
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YOU DID IT!!! 



If you need any clarity or have any questions, don’t hesitate to email
our coaches in French or English at coach@fesplanet.org or set up a
30-minute meeting with one of our two coaches using the link here:

JFV (English & French)

Please look at JFV’s schedule first and book with him if you are able.
If your schedule does not align with ANY of his available meeting
times, then you can book a meeting in English with our other coach,
Amanda:

Amanda (English)

You can download templates to follow along here or on our website.

mailto:coach@fesplanet.org
mailto:coach@fesplanet.org
https://calendly.com/jfv-fes/rencontre-de-15-ou-30-minutes
https://calendly.com/amanda-fes/30mins
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/18QcbA6spi1xHr5ch2SVJp80cFgGEH1LH5ekO5Ve78vI/edit?usp=sharing
https://theyouthharbour.org/
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